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Abstract 
Purpose: During computed tomography (CT) helical scanning mode the pa-
tient surface dose distribution is assumed to be non-uniform, therefore point 
dose measurement methods may lead to imprecise estimation of the radiation 
dose received by the patient skin in particular. We have used XRQA2 films as 
in-vivo dosimeters to measure the entrance skin dose during sinus exams. 
Methods: The films were placed under the patient head rest in order to sam-
ple the entrance surface dose in-vivo. We have performed in-vivo film irradia-
tion on 23 patients in this study to verify the clinical suitability of the method 
and were found adequate. Results: The measured average ESD in the sinus 
exam was 11.7 ± 1.0 mGy, the PSD was 15.7 ± 1.7 mGy and the CTDI(vol) was 
13.3 ± 0.1 mGy. The ratio of ESD/CTDI(vol) and PSD/CTDI(vol) was 0.88 and 
1.18 respectively. The results indicate that the scanner registered CTDI(vol) un-
derestimates the PSD and in the same time it overestimates the ESD by 18% and 
13.6% respectively. Conclusion: The observed differences between the ESD, 
PSD and CTDI(vol) although seem small for the radiation dose range measured 
during CT of the sinus [13.2 - 13.4] mGy, but important for the medical physic-
ist to know, since monitoring of patients’ doses from CT examinations is be-
coming more mandatory. The use of radiochromic film as in-vivo dosimeter 
does not interfere with the clinical radiological exam and does not produce any 
image artifacts. The method can be used to study other CT examinations spe-
cially the ones with large beam width, high pitch factor and high dose exams. 
The method allows measurement of the peak skin dose, examination of the 
CT dose profile and the 2D dose distribution in the XZ plan. 
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1. Introduction 

In the United States the estimated collective effective dose (CED) from CT ex-
amination constitutes 49% of the total CED from medical imaging procedures; 
and the annual number of procedures is about 67 million [1]. 

Radiation output of CT scanner must be tested, and equipment performance 
and patient dosimetry must be evaluated for each CT unit at least annually [2].  

The American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) has recently 
published practice guidelines emphasizing clinical protocol review and man-
agement as an essential activity ensuring patient safety and is also part of the 
quality assurance (QA) program for CT [3]. It is recommended to monitor radi-
ation doses from most common CT examinations performed in the institution. 
The sinus CT examination is one of the most common exams performed in our 
institution; there is an average of 5 exams performed daily.  

In helical CT scanning with pitch factor of less than one like in this study 
there is X-ray beam overlap and the volume of tissue is irradiated more than 
once per scan. Such acquisition allows better image quality but higher patient 
dose. 

There are diversity of patients’ dose metrics used in CT today and the absence 
of physicists’ agreement about the ideal dose metric that should be used in rou-
tine patient dose monitoring [4] [5]. Determining accurate CT dose is more 
complex than simply using the CTDI(vol) values reported by the scanner. CTDI(vol) 
is dependent on acquisition parameters, as well as calibration phantom diameter, 
and can result in a significant overestimate or underestimate of the actual dose 
delivered to the patient because of discrepancies in body size versus calibration 
phantom size [6]. 

In-vivo dosimetry using radiochromic films has been used in diagnostic and 
interventional imaging studies including CT to monitor patient doses. In their 
study (De Denaro et al., 2007) concluded that, the technique of using in vivo do-
simetry measured with radiochromic film appears a promising procedure for 
improving the assessment of the effective dose to the patient [7].  

(Tsalafoutas et al., 2015) after performing point entrance skin dose (ESD) 
measurements on 64 slice CT scanner in axial and helical modes, conclude that 
calculating the skin dose distribution in CT examinations is a very challenging 
task; and a practical approach would be for CT scanners to provide a conserva-
tive estimate of the peak skin dose (PSD) using the isocenter entrance surface air 
kerma (ESAK) value [8]. 

The PSD is expected to be higher than the ESD in helical CT scanning mode 
due to overlapping of axial radiation fields at the patient entrance surface. In an 
effort to verify the clinical dose levels during CT examination of the sinus, we 
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are proposing to measure the ESD using XRQA2 films. Using the measured ESD 
will allow more accurate comparison between scanners and imaging protocols 
and may serve as dose reference level (DRL) metric in CT imaging. The meas-
ured ESD can also be used as an estimator of the patient eye dose in CT exami-
nation of the sinus.  

The CT exam under consideration must be acquired using the helical acquisi-
tion mode with pitch factor less than one is the only criteria that must be used in 
order to apply the proposed dosimetry method.  

The aim of this work was first to study the feasibility of using XRQA2 films as 
in vivo dosimeter to monitor the ESD during CT examination of the sinus and 
to measure the PSD. Moreover, to establish a relationship between the measured 
ESD, PSD and the scanner reported CTDI(vol), in order to adequately estimate the 
PSD value based on the scanner archived CTDI(vol) values for a specific exam and 
scanner. The method is easy to implement by the institution medical physicist 
responsible for the annual QA and patient dose evaluation. To the best of our 
knowledge in vivo measurements of the ESD during CT examination of the 
sinus using a 64 slices GE CT machine has not been reported yet in the litera-
ture.  

2. Materials and Methods 

We have measured the ESD distribution and calculated the PSD. Strips of 
XRQA2 films were placed at the surface of the female anthropomorphic phan-
tom and later under the patient head during CT scanning of the sinus exam us-
ing the routine clinical protocol used at our medical institution. The measured 
values were compared with the CTDI(vol) available at the scanner work station. 
The ratios of ESD/CTDI(vol), and PSD/CTDI(vol) were calculated. 

2.1. Film Calibration 

The XR-QA2 films (Lot Number: 07311401) were calibrated for air kerma free in 
air against the reading from PTW pancake calibrated ionization chamber (IC): 
PTW (SFD-type 34060 with calibration for the relevant X-ray energies and tra-
ceable to German National Laboratory (PTB). 

The electrometer used was the PTW UNIDOS E REF T10008 (S/N 081096) 
calibrated according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008. 

Strips of film were placed on top and at the center of 30 cm × 30 cm PMMA 
bloc measuring 15 cm of thickness side by side with the IC. The films were 
placed in the center of the field of view to avoid the bowtie filter and heel effects. 
The irradiation was done using the CT scanner X-ray tube in stationary position 
using the scanner service mode of operation by the system engineer. 

The film dosimetry method overall average uncertainty was 8 %. Uncertainties 
were estimated using the method described in [9]. The irradiated film reflective 
optical density as a function of the scan axial (Z) positions is shown in Figure 1. 
(a) Along with a picture of the irradiated film (b). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. (a) The beam profile in the axial direction (Z) expressed as optical density val-
ues of the scanned film in reflective mode. We notice the sinusoidal shape of the profile 
which is a characteristic of the helical mode of acquisition with pitch factor of less than 
one; (b) XR-QA2 film slice placed under the patient head. 

2.2. Irradiated Film Processing 

The films were scanned 24 hours post irradiation as recommended by the 
(AAPM report No.63, 1998) [10]. The film digitization process was done using 
the flatbed high resolution scanner Epson 10000XL.  

The film resolution was 48 bits for 3 colors mode, 16 bits for each color, red, 
green and blue (RGB). The film spatial resolution was 72 dots per inch (dpi), the 
films’ digital images were saved in TIFF format with no color correction [11] 
[12].  

The images were then imported to MATLAB software for analysis using in 
house written routines in MATLAB 7.1 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The ESD 
as function of the films net reflective optical density (NRD) was then obtained as 
shown in Figure 2.  

2.3. ESD Measured on Phantom 

We have measured The ESD using a heterogeneous anthropomorphic cross sec-
tional dosimetry phantom (CIRS ATOM, model 702-C) adult female head. We 
have placed 4 pieces of films positioned at 4 locations AP, PA and Right/Left 
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Lateral in order to verify the film irradiation uniformity during the CT sinus 
examination.  

2.4. In-Vivo ESD Measurements 

The films were placed under the patient head rest in order to sample the en-
trance surface dose in-vivo. We have performed in vivo film irradiation on 23 
patients in this study to verify the suitability of the method to be applied in the 
clinic. The films did not interfere with the diagnostic quality of the examination. 
Details of the sinus CT imaging protocol are in Table 1. Entrance surface dose 
(ESD) and the peak surface dose (PSD) where measured in vivo using radioch-
romic films. The measured ESD and PSD are real estimates of the dose delivered  

 

 
Figure 2. Graph showing the relationship of entrance skin dose (ESD) and XRQA2 film 
Net Reflective optical Density (NRD). 

 
Table 1. Sinus exam protocol 

Parameter Value 

kVp 100 

mA 150 

Spiral Pitch Factor 0.984 

Total Collimation Width 40 mm 

Distance Source to Detector 949 mm 

Distance Source to Patient 541 mm 

Filter Type MEDIUM FILTER 

Convolution Kernel BONEPLUS 

Scanning Mode Helical 

Scanner GE Light Speed VCT 64 Slices 
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to the patient from a specific scanner and imaging protocol. 
In order to control and reduce the errors in dose estimations using this me-

thod, we have followed the recommendations of the AAPM report, 1998. [13].  
The use of Gafchromic films has been used by medical physicist in developing 

countries [14] [15]; as well as in developed ones. Such trend proves that radi-
ochromic films are available, affordable and reliable dosimeters that maybe used 
worldwide [16]. 

3. Results 

The objective of this work was to study the implementation of radiochromic 
films (Gafchromic XR-QA2) as in-vivo dosimetry tool used for patient dosime-
try studies in computed tomography (CT) imaging of the sinus. 

The scanner displayed CTDI(vol) average value in [mGy] from the 23 in-vivo 
measured patients’ dose reports was 13.3 ± 0.1, the measured ESD at the surface 
was 11.7 ± 1.0 and the peak PSD was 15.7 ± 1.7. The calculated ratios were 0.88 
and 1.18 for ESD/CTDI(vol) and PSD/CTDI(vol) respectively. The obtained results 
seem to indicate that the CTDI(vol) is a conservative estimator for the ESD but it 
underestimates the PSD by 18%. 

The main advantages of using radiochromic films is its ability to measure the 
entrance surface dose, the surface dose distribution in the axial plane, the peak 
skin dose and the dose profile in one single exposure. Therefore the utilization of 
the radiochromic films in routine dosimetry offers a net advantage over the clas-
sical ionization chamber. But a cross reference measurement with the ionization 
chamber is required.  

4. Discussion 

The films neither have the advantage of not interfering with the patient setup 
nor produce any image artifacts. Such films can be placed at the back side of the 
patient during the CT procedure [17], or can also be placed facing the X-ray 
beam entry into the patient body surface during fluoroscopy procedures [18].  

(Boivin et al., 2011) have used XR-QA films to measure patient skin doses in 
vivo during CT examinations while using Rando phantom type. Their measure-
ment covered a dose range from 0 to 200 mGy. They measured the entrance 
surface dose (ESD) using four or eight film strips taped on patients’ skin and on 
Rando phantom. Optical reflectance of the unexposed film piece was subtracted 
from exposed one to obtain final net reflectance change. They observed that 
body skin dose variation has a sinusoidal pattern along the scanning axis due to 
the helical movement of the X-ray tube. Their obtained experimental dose length 
products (DLP) showed lower values than the ones obtained from the scanner 
console for the head scans [19]. 

(De las Heras et al., 2013) related the widely used computed tomography dose 
index (CTDI) to an actual skin dose measurement. They have measured peak 
surface dose (PSD) using CTDI head phantom and related the value to the 
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CTDI(vol) displayed on the console of CT scanners. They have obtained a scanner 
specific relationship between the two metrics. The routine head CT exam pro-
duced a PSD values between 27 - 136 mGy among all the tested scanners [20].  

CTDI(vol) was found to overestimates the PSD and eye lens doses in brain per-
fusion CT scans in a simulation study [21]. 

The most appropriate application of the method presented in this work is for 
the medical physicist to examine the surface dose distribution and to evaluate 
the peak entrance surface dose in CT protocols using large beam width and high 
pitch factors because the beam width, the pitch factor and the tube start angle 
are known to affect the surface dose distribution [22].  

The disadvantage of the method is the cost of such films since they cannot be 
reused unlike TLD dosimeter. The dosimetry method is both scanner and pro-
tocol specific and the calibration of films against reference ionization chambers 
must be conducted for each film batch used. On the other hand the main advan-
tage of the method is that it is non-invasive and easy to implement clinically. 

The CTDI(vol) also is only a dose index is found to be useful parameter that al-
lows the diagnostic medical physicist to perform routine quality assurance on 
CT scanners, estimate patient doses, and compare doses from different protocols 
and scanners in the hospital environment. In this study for helical CT sinus ex-
amination the CTDI(vol) was a conservative estimator of the exam ESD and by 
multiplying it with proper conversion factor it will also provide an estimate the 
PSD. 

XRQA2 film can be used as in vivo dosimeter to measure the patient’s ESD, 
PSD and to examine surface dose distribution in computed tomography. 

5. Conclusions 

The film successfully demonstrated its ability to picture the CT radiation dose 
profile, to measure entrance surface dose (ESD), and to locate and measure the 
peak surface dose (PSD) during helical CT scan of the Sinus. 

The presented method allows easily implemented way to verify and document 
patient entrance surface dose estimated using a simple conversion factor and 
CTDI(vol) data available with the CT exam dose report archived in the local PACS 
depository. 

Implementation of XRQA2 radiochromic film in-vivo dosimetry does not in-
terfere with the clinical radiological examination and did not cause any imaging 
artifact. 
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